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Abstract
In this study, we have assessed the added value on the spatio-temporal distribution of the precipitation of convection-
permitting simulation (3 km) compared to the parent coarse-scale parameterized convection simulation (20 km) with the 
high-resolution observational datasets i.e., SPREAD (5 km) and IBERIA01 (10 km) over the Iberian Peninsula (IP) in all 
four seasons during 2000–2009. Both simulations are evaluation runs based on ERA-Interim reanalysis and performed with 
the RegIPSL regional earth system model in the frame of the European Climate Prediction system (EUCP) H2020 project 
and COordinated Regional climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX). We have not found significant improvement in 
the convection-permitting simulation compared to the parent coarse-scale simulation for the seasonal mean precipitation 
of the IP except the spatial variation over mountainous peaks. The kilometer-scale simulation significantly underestimates 
the observed seasonal mean precipitation over the western parts of the IP compared to the coarse-scale simulation, which 
may be attributed to a change of local dynamics in the kilometer-scale simulation with a weakening and southward shift of 
the moisture-laden westerly winds approaching from the Atlantic Ocean over the IP (i.e., a decline in atmospheric moisture 
transport from the Atlantic Ocean towards the IP). However, the added value of kilometer-scale simulation over the driving 
coarse-scale simulation is obtained for various indices; in the representation of the spatio-temporal distribution of the wet-
day precipitation frequency and intensity, and the extreme/heavy precipitation events for each season at both resolutions i.e., 
downscaled and upscaled. It has also been noted that the spatio-temporal distribution of precipitation for all metrics used 
varies between the two observational datasets for all seasons.

Keywords Added value · Dynamical downscaling · RegIPSL model · Convection-permitting simulation · Precipitation 
events

1 Introduction

Regional climate models (RCMs) have proven to be a power-
ful/useful tool for dynamically downscaling the coarse‐scale 
information/datasets at the regional-to-local scale (Prein et al. 

2015). The coarse‐scale information is handed over to a RCM 
via the lateral boundaries, and the information is usually pro-
vided from either general circulation models (GCMs), rea-
nalysis, or large-scale regional models. In the last two–three 
decades, the RCMs have been used for improving our under-
standing of regional climate processes of different parts of the 
world and used for impact assessment studies. Also, consider-
able efforts have been/are being made to further advance and 
improve the RCMs by increasing their complexity and resolu-
tion through the CORDEX program (Jacob et al. 2014; Ruti 
et al. 2015). Recent advances in computing power/resources 
have allowed limited-area RCMs to be run at kilometer-scale 
grid spacing. Increasing the spatial resolution towards convec-
tion-permitting scales (< 4 km; also known as convection-per-
mitting/resolving/allowing; Weisman et al. 1997) can resolve 
deep convection explicitly on the model grid without the need 
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for a convective parametrization scheme (Hohenegger et al. 
2008; Kendon et al. 2012, 2017; Prein et al. 2015). As sev-
eral studies have shown that the parameterizations of sub-grid 
scale convection are a key source of errors and uncertainties 
in the climate model simulations (Bechtold et al. 2004; Ran-
dall et al. 2007; Déqué et al. 2007; Hohenegger et al. 2008; 
Brockhaus et al. 2008). Also, increasing resolution leads to 
a better representation of orography and land surface fields 
which are crucial for the initiation of convection in complex 
terrain (Hohenegger et al. 2008; Kendon et al. 2012; Chan 
et al. 2013; Ban et al. 2014), and also provides a step-change 
in our capability for understanding future climate change 
at local to regional scale and for and high-impact extreme 
weather events that greatest impact society (Rasmussen et al. 
2020; Helsen et al. 2020; Kendon et al. 2014, 2019, 2021).

Over the last decade, several studies have demonstrated the 
clear benefits and added value of the convection-permitting 
models in the simulation of precipitation characteristics with 
much greater realism, including the diurnal cycles, spatial dis-
tribution of precipitation, intensity and frequency distribution, 
and extremes compared to the coarse-scale model (Prein et al. 
2015; Meredith et al. 2015; Fosser et al. 2015; Lind et al. 
2016, 2020; Brisson et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2017; Leutwyler 
et al. 2017; Zittis et al. 2017; Karki et al. 2017; Berthou et al. 
2018; Fumière et al. 2019; Broucke et al. 2019; Li et al. 2019, 
2021; Chang et al. 2020; Knist et al. 2020; Kouadio et al. 
2020; Coppola et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2021; Ban et al. 2021).

Some recent coordinated efforts towards a better under-
standing of the regional climate modelling at kilometer resolu-
tions are undergoing like; the dedicated Coordinated Regional 
Downscaling Experiment Flagship Pilot Studies (CORDEX-
FPS; https:// cordex. org/ exper iment- guide lines/ flags hip- pilot- 
studi es/) on Convective phenomena at high-resolution over 
Europe and the Mediterranean and also within the European 
Climate Prediction System (EUCP; https:// www. eucp- proje ct. 
eu/). Within these projects, several regional modelling groups 
across Europe are conducting climate simulations in a com-
mon greater Alpine domain with horizontal resolutions around 
3 km, with the aim to generate/build multi-model ensembles of 
simulations at the convective-permitting scales over a decade-
long period to explore the capabilities and uncertainties of the 
convection-permitting model simulations in a systematic man-
ner for present and future climates (Coppola et al. 2020; Ban 
et al. 2021; Pichelli et al. 2021). The ensemble of ERA-Interim 
driven present-day convection-permitting climate simulations 
have shown superior performance in simulating the precipi-
tation characteristics compared to coarse-resolution climate 
simulations, although differences between the kilometer-scale 
simulations and observations still exist (Coppola et al. 2020; 
Ban et al. 2021). Panosetti et al. (2019) have shown that the 
kilometer-scale simulations are climatologically more robust in 
case of strong orographic forcing (domain over the European 
Alps) and less robust in central German.

Keeping in mind the usage and added value of convection-
permitting model simulations in the above literature, here we 
evaluate the added value of the convection-permitting/resolv-
ing simulation (3 km resolution) compared to the coarse-
resolution parameterized convection simulation (20  km 
resolution) in the representation of the spatio-temporal pat-
tern of the observed mean and extreme precipitation over the 
Iberian Peninsula for all four seasons [i.e. December–Janu-
ary–February (DJF; Winter), March–April–May (MAM; 
Spring), June–July–August (JJA; Summer), and Septem-
ber–October–November (SON; Autumn)] for the period of 
2000–2009. Both simulations are based on the ERA-Interim 
reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011) and have been performed using a 
recently developed regional climate model called RegIPSL by 
the Institut Pierre Simon Laplace (IPSL, https:// gitlab. in2p3. 
fr/ ipsl/ lmd/ intro/ regip sl/ regip sl/-/ wikis/ home) group in the 
frame of the European Climate Prediction system (EUCP) 
H2020 project and COordinated Regional climate Downscal-
ing Experiment (CORDEX), and details about this model and 
simulations are given in the next section. The simulated pre-
cipitation is evaluated with the available high-resolution obser-
vational gridded datasets i.e., SPREAD (5 km) and IBERIA01 
(10 km). In the comparison of the model-simulated results 
with observations, the uncertainty associated with the obser-
vational datasets especially over mountainous regions due to 
the sparseness of rain gauge stations at high elevations must be 
taken into account (Sevruk 1985; Frei et al. 2003). Recent stud-
ies actually report that total annual precipitation can be better 
represented by well-configured high-resolution atmospheric 
models in mountainous terrains, than with spatial estimates 
derived from observational products (Lundquist et al. 2020).

The research paper is mainly structured into three sec-
tions. In Sect. 2, we have presented a detailed description of 
the model configuration for the two simulations, as well as 
observational datasets used for validation and methodology 
used. A detailed analysis of the added value of the fine‐scale 
simulation over the driving coarse-scale simulation against 
the observations is presented in Sect. 3, and finally, the sum-
mary and conclusions are given in Sect. 4.

2  Model simulations, data, 
and methodology

2.1  Model simulations and data

In the frame of the EUCP H2020 project and CORDEX, we 
have performed the ERA-Interim driven regional climate 
simulations with the coupled atmosphere-land RegIPSL 
model over the European domain at 20 km horizontal reso-
lution (EUR20; with parameterized convection) and also 
over the European South-West domain at 3 km (SWE3; 
convection-permitting/resolving) horizontal grid spacing 

https://cordex.org/experiment-guidelines/flagship-pilot-studies/
https://cordex.org/experiment-guidelines/flagship-pilot-studies/
https://www.eucp-project.eu/
https://www.eucp-project.eu/
https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ipsl/lmd/intro/regipsl/regipsl/-/wikis/home
https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ipsl/lmd/intro/regipsl/regipsl/-/wikis/home
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for the period of 1999–2009 (the first year period has been 
used as a model spin-up). The details of the model configu-
ration and the WRF physical schemes are given in Table 1. 
The European South-West domain (i.e., Iberian Peninsula) 
is an area with a rich diversity of climates that is affected 
by several high-impact extreme events such as droughts 
and flash floods, for which the coupling processes between 
the land surface and the atmosphere play an important/key 
role. The experiment is performed as a chain of simula-
tions while the EUR20 simulation is forced by the 6-hourly 
ERA-Interim initial and lateral boundary conditions (IC-
LBCs) and the SWE3 simulation is forced by the 3-hourly 
EUR20 simulated IC-LBCs. The model domain with ter-
rain height in the meters for the EUR20 and SWE3 simula-
tions is shown in Fig. 1a, b, respectively.

The RegIPSL is a newly developed regional earth sys-
tem model and is maintained at the Institut Pierre Simon 
Laplace (IPSL). The atmospheric component of the 
RegIPSL model is WRF (Weather Research and Forecast-
ing; Skamarock et al. 2008; Fita et al. 2019) model, which 
is coupled to the ORCHIDEE (Organising Carbon and 
Hydrology in Dynamic Ecosystems; Krinner et al. 2005) 
land-surface model and NEMO (Nucleus for European 
Modelling of the Ocean; Madec et al. 1998) ocean model. 
We have used the OASIS coupler (https:// portal. enes. org/ 
oasis) for coupling, and XIOS (or XML I/O Server, http:// 
forge. ipsl. jussi eu. fr/ ioser ver) libraries are used for the 
management of the input/output.

The high-resolution SPREAD (5 km; Serrano-Notivoli 
et al. 2017) and IBERIA01 (10 km; Herrera et al. 2019) daily 
gridded mean precipitation observational datasets have been 
used as reference datasets for the validation of the model 
simulated precipitation. The SPREAD dataset is based on 

the 12,858 observatories and is available at land points of 
Spain, while the IBERIA0 is based on a total of 3761 rain 
gauge stations and covers the landmass of Spain as well 
as Portugal. A detailed description of these datasets can be 
found from the references given above.

2.2  Methodology

First, we evaluate the added value of SWE3 in the spatio-
temporal distribution of seasonal mean precipitation and 
also focus on the altitudinal variations of mean precipi-
tation. We also examine the atmospheric conditions to 
explain the differences observed in seasonal mean pre-
cipitation between the two simulations (a detailed discus-
sion on this is given in Sect. 3.2). In the second step, we 
examine the added value of SWE3 in the spatial/altitu-
dinal distribution of the wet-day precipitation frequency 
and intensity of daily mean precipitation. A wet day is a 
day with precipitation ≥ 1 mm. We also use the probability 
density function (PDF) to showcase the overall distribution 
of daily precipitation intensity, and Kolmogorov–Smirnov 
(K–S) goodness-of-fit test is used to measures the dissimi-
larity/distance between the two samples i.e., model and 
observed precipitation (Chakravarty et al. 1967; Torma 
et al. 2015; Shahi et al. 2021). The KS distance is defined 
as the maximum vertical absolute difference between two 
empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs). The 
K–S distance varies between zero (perfect overlap between 
the two distributions) and one (no overlap between the two 
distributions). It is calculated from the formula:

dKS(F,G) = suprt∈R|F(G) − G(t)|

Table 1  Description of model configurations

Description Selection

EUR20 simulation SWE3 simulation

WRF version 3.7.1 3.7.1
Dynamic solver ARW ARW 
Horizontal grid spacing 20 km 3 km
Grid dimensions 301 × 193 581 × 651
Vertical levels 46 (top 50 hPa) 46 (top 70 hPa)
Integration time 90 s 10 s
Radiation (shortwave and longwave) RRTMG Scheme (integration timestep = 30 min) RRTMG Scheme (integration 

timestep = 5 min)
Microphysics WRF single-moment (WSM) 5-class scheme Thompson scheme
Atmospheric surface layer MYNN surface layer MYNN surface layer
Land surface ORCHIDEE ORCHIDEE
Planetary boundary layer (PBL) MYNN 2.5 level TKE scheme MYNN 2.5 level TKE scheme
Cumulus Kain–Fritsch scheme No cumulus scheme is used

https://portal.enes.org/oasis
https://portal.enes.org/oasis
http://forge.ipsl.jussieu.fr/ioserver
http://forge.ipsl.jussieu.fr/ioserver
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where F and G are the two ECDFs and supr represents the 
supremum function (Chakravarty et al. 1967; Torma et al. 
2015).

In the final evaluation step, we focus on the representa-
tion (spatial/altitudinal) of heavy/extreme precipitation. 
Basically, we used two climate extreme indices i.e., R99p 
and Rx1day (Karl et al. 1999; Peterson 2005). The R99p is 
the 99th percentile of the mean precipitation, and Rx1day 
is the highest one-day precipitation amount.

We use the Taylor diagram (Taylor 2001) to assess the 
performance of both simulations in representing the spa-
tial distribution of precipitation (for all cases/indices). 
We constructed the Taylor diagram with the results of the 
spatial Index of Agreement (instead of the spatial cor-
relation coefficient) and normalized standard deviation. 
Willmott (1982) stated that the correlation coefficient is 
often a misleading measure of accuracy, and proposed a 
new skill metric i.e., index of agreement (IOA). The IOA 
is calculated as follows:

where M and O represent the model and observation, 
respectively. O represents the observed mean value and n 
is the number of total data/grid points. The IOA is bounded 
between 0 and 1, where a value close to 1 indicates more 
efficient forecasting skills.

IOA = 1 −

∑n

i=1

�
Mi − Oi

�2

∑n

i=1

����Mi − O
��� +

���Oi − O
���
�2

We have used two observational daily gridded data-
sets of different resolutions [i.e., SPREAD (5 km) and 
IBERIA01 (10 km)] for the validation of the simulated 
precipitation. When dealing with the observations of 
precipitation, one must take into account the shortcom-
ings associated with them (Sevruk 1985; Frei et al. 2003; 
Isotta et al. 2014; Prein and Gobiet 2017), like: (i) under-
estimation of precipitation, especially over mountainous 
regions due to the sparseness of rain gauge stations at high 
elevations; (ii) wetting and evaporation losses; and (iii) 
the wind-induced rain gauge undercatch. Additionally, dif-
ferent interpolation methods are used in the production 
of these datasets, which may result in systematic biases. 
These biases mainly include underestimation of high 
intensities (smoothing effect) and overestimation of low 
intensities (moist extension into dry areas) (Isotta et al. 
2014).

To make the results comparable, we have validated the 
SWE3 simulation with the closest resolution observa-
tion only (i.e., SPREAD), and the SWE3 precipitation is 
upscaled before the analysis to a SPREAD grid [5 km; 
in Figs. 4(a1–d1), 8(a1-d1), 9(a1-d1), 10, 11, 14(a1–a4), 
S1(a1–a4), S6(a1–d1), and S7(a1–d1)]. To see the added 
value of the SWE3 over the EUR20, all the precipitation 
datasets (both observations and SWE3) are upscaled before 
the analysis to a EUR20 grid [20 km; in Figs. 4(a2–d2), 5, 
6, 8(a2–d2), 9(a2–d2), 12, 13, 14/S1 (from the second hori-
zontal panel), S2, S4, S6(a2–d2), and S7(a2–d2)]. In Figs. 1, 

Fig. 1  Model domain with terrain height in the meters for the a EUR20, and b SWE3 simulations. The blue colour represents the ocean
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2, 3, 7, and 15, the data are presented on their original grid. 
For more clarity and to avoid confusion, we have mentioned 
the details of the figure before the discussion in each section.

3  Results and discussion

3.1  Spatio‑temporal distribution of mean 
precipitation

In this section, we evaluate the spatial distribution of the 
simulated 10-year seasonal (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON) 
mean precipitation over the Iberian Peninsula (IP). The sea-
sonal mean precipitation from the SWE3, EUR20, SPREAD, 
and IBERIA01 is shown in Fig. 2a1–a4, b1–b4, c1–b4, and 
d1–d4, respectively. The relative bias in seasonal mean pre-
cipitation of the SWE3 is calculated for each season against 
the closest resolution observation only (i.e., SPREAD) on 
SPREAD grid (SWE3 precipitation is upscaled on SPREAD 
grid) as shown in Figs. S1(a1–a4). To see the added value 
of the SWE3 over the EUR20, we have upscaled all the 
precipitation datasets (both observations and SWE3) to 
the lowest resolution (i.e., EUR20 grid) and then we have 

calculated the biases. The relative bias in seasonal mean 
precipitation of the SWE3 and EUR20 is estimated against 
the SPREAD [IBERIA01] on the EUR20 grid and is shown 
in Fig. S1(b1–b4) [S1(d1–d4)] and S1(c1–c4) [S1(e1–e4)], 
respectively. The relative difference in seasonal mean pre-
cipitation between SPREAD and IBERIA01 on the EUR20 

Fig. 2  The 10-year (2000–2009) 
climatological seasonal (DJF, 
MAM, JJA, and SON) mean 
precipitation from the a1–a4 
SWE3, b1–b4 EUR20, c1–c4 
SPREAD, and d1–d4 IBE-
RIA01, respectively. Units are 
in mm  day−1

Fig. 3  Annual cycle of area-averaged monthly mean precipitation 
over the Iberian Peninsula (IP, over the area of the SPREAD obser-
vation) from the SWE3 (red), EUR20 (blue), IBERIA01 (black), and 
SPREAD (green) during 2000–2009. Units are in mm  day−1
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grid is also calculated for each season and is shown in Fig. 
S1(f1–f4).

The observed climatological seasonal mean pattern shows 
that the highest precipitation occurs over the northwestern 
and northern regions of the IP in all seasons (Fig. 2). As 

can be seen from Fig. 2, the regional to local scales pre-
cipitation pattern with maximum precipitation in the moun-
tainous peaks of the study domain has been produced by 
kilometric-scale simulation (SWE3; a1–a4) compared to the 
coarse-scale simulation (EUR20; b1–b4) for all four seasons. 

Fig. 4  Altitudinal distribution of the mean precipitation from the 
SWE3 (red), EUR20 (blue), IBERIA01 (black), and SPREAD (green) 
over the Iberian Peninsula (IP, over the area of the SPREAD obser-
vation) on the SPREAD & EUR20 grids for the a1, a2 DJF, b1, b2 
MAM, c1, c2 JJA, and d1, d2 SON seasons during 2000–2009. The 

percentage of the total grid points covered by each class on the d1 
SPREAD and d2 EUR20 resolutions is also shown. x-axis panels rep-
resent the elevation class of 200  m. The percentage of actual num-
ber of rain gauge stations presented in the IBERIA01 dataset is also 
shown in a2. Units are in mm  day−1
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However, the SWE3 simulation exhibits less precipitation in 
almost all areas of the IP (including the surrounding oceans) 
except for hilly peaks compared to the EUR20 simulation, 
and perhaps it may be related to improper lateral bound-
ary conditions (LBCs from EUR20), as it is possible that 
the LBCs (large-scale forcing fields) used for the SWE3 
simulation may already have biases that can propagate in 
the SWE3 simulation domain. Several studies have shown 
that the biases existing in the LBCs affect the entire limited-
area regional climate models (RCMs) domain (Warner et al. 
1997; Rinke and Dethloff 2000; Wu et al. 2005; Diaconescu 
et al. 2007; Køltzow et al. 2008; Diaconescu and Laprise 
2013; Brisson et al. 2015; Panosetti et al. 2019; Rocheta 
et al. 2014, 2020; Ahrens and Leps 2021). However, any 
biases already in the LBCs can influence the performance 
of SWE3, but the reduced precipitation compared to EUR20 
cannot be addressed only to LBCs errors. The already men-
tioned issue of the RCM using cumulus parameterizations 
(ex. EUR20) tending to over-trigger convection, is usu-
ally partially corrected at the convection-permitting scale 
(SWE3). In the next section, we try to understand all this and 

provide some dynamical factors. On the other hand, a better 
representation of the topography of mountainous regions in 
the SWE3 simulation allows the realistic local mountain-
valley circulation and other local-scale processes that lead 
to a better representation of the precipitation in these areas 
(Karki et al. 2017).

As can be seen from Fig. S1, the bias patterns derived 
from the simulations against both observations are more 
or less similar to each other in terms of variability with 
slight differences in magnitude at some locations for 
all seasons. On the other hand, we have also noted that 
the intensity of precipitation varies slightly between 
the two observations for all seasons which explains 
the above-noticed differences, as the IBERIA01 shows 
slightly higher precipitation than the SPREAD in almost 
all regions of the IP (SPREAD is drier; Fig. S1f1–f4), 
and this may be due to the different resolutions of both 
observational datasets but also to other factors such as the 
number of stations used and the methods of interpolation 
used in building these datasets. However, a noticeable 
difference is observed between the two observations in 

Fig. 5  The seasonal (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON) mean vertically 
integrated (from surface to 300 hPa) moisture transport from the a1–
a4 SWE3 on the EUR20 grid, and b1–b4 EUR20, respectively. The 

shaded color represents the magnitude of the wind, and the vectors 
represent the wind direction. Units are in ×  104 [m/s] [g/kg]
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the eastern and southern parts of the IP for the DJF and 
JJA seasons, respectively (Fig. S1f1, S1f3).

The bias pattern of the SWE3 against the SPREAD 
on a finer-scale grid (i.e., on the SPREAD grid) pro-
vides detailed regional to local scales information (Fig. 
S1a1–a4), although the pattern is similar to the coarse-
scale grid (i.e., on the EUR20 grid) bias pattern (Fig. 
S1b1–b4). The SWE3 simulation shows a dry bias of up 
to 60% (80% for the JJA) in observed seasonal mean pre-
cipitation especially over the western regions of the IP for 
all seasons (Figs. S1b1–b4, S1d1–d4), whereas the EUR20 
simulation exhibits relatively low wet precipitation bias 
over the maximum areas of the western regions of the IP 
for the MAM and JJA seasons (Figs. S1c2–c3, S1e2–e3) 
and the mixture of dry and wet precipitation biases are 
observed in these areas for SON and DJF seasons (Figs. 
S1c4–c1, S1e4–e1). On the other hand, the SWE3 simu-
lation slightly overestimates the observed seasonal mean 
precipitation in some parts of the mountainous ranges of 
the IP for the MAM and SON seasons, whereas in the 
DJF season, overestimation of precipitation is noted only 
in the peaks of the mountains ranges. For the JJA season, 

the SWE3 substantially underestimates the observed mean 
precipitation over eastern parts of the IP and overestimates 
the precipitation over the south-central parts of the IP and 
also in some parts of the central and northern plateau 
mountainous regions of the IP. However, due to the sparse 
station densities in the mountainous regions, there is con-
siderable/larger uncertainty in the observational datasets 
that may explain the bias of the mountainous regions in 
the simulations. From the above discussion, it can be con-
cluded that SWE3 has a greater tendency to produce larger 
dry bias across IP than EUR20, and severely underesti-
mated the observed mean precipitation especially in the 
western parts of the IP.

We have also calculated the annual cycle of area-aver-
aged monthly mean precipitation over the Spain landmass 
(over the area of the SPREAD) as shown in Fig. 3. It can be 
clearly seen from Fig. 3 that the SWE3 simulation under-
estimates the observed mean precipitation of each month, 
while the EUR20 simulation is more in agreement with the 
observed monthly mean precipitation except in the fall. The 
SWE3 simulation underestimates the precipitation by about 
0.7 mm/day in October–March, while EUR20 simulated 

Fig. 6  The seasonal (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON) mean vertically integrated (from surface to 300 hPa) moisture flux convergence from the a1–a4 
SWE3 on the EUR20 grid, and b1–b4 EUR20, respectively. Units are in g  m−2  s−1
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precipitation is much closer to the observations in Janu-
ary–March and underestimates the precipitation by about 
0.3 mm/day in October–December (Fig. 3). It is also noted 
that the SWE3 (EUR20) slightly underestimates (overesti-
mates) the precipitation in April-September (Fig. 3). It is 
clear from the above discussion that the SWE3 worsened the 
result in the case of mean precipitation. In other words, we 
have not observed the added value of convection-permitting 
simulation (i.e., SWE3) in the case of mean precipitation 
consistently with earlier studies (Prein et al. 2013, 2016; 
Warrach-Sagi et al. 2013; Kotlarski et al. 2014). These stud-
ies indicate that an increase of RCM resolution (convection-
permitting scales) bears added value, but this added value 
can cancel out by larger spatial and temporal averaging. The 
impact of resolution on mean precipitation is also observed 
as the SPREAD shows slightly less precipitation than the 
IBERIA01 and this is true for all months (Fig. 3). However, 
the gridded observational datasets were not built with the 
same methodology and with the same number of stations, 
which can probably/potentially play a greater role in the 
discrepancies between the observational datasets than the 
resolution.

We have also calculated the season of highest precipi-
tation over the IP to illustrate the precipitation cycle with 
associated phenomena as shown in Fig. S2. To make the 
results comparable, we have upscaled all the precipitation 
datasets (both observations and SWE3) before calculation 
to the lowest resolution grid (i.e., EUR20 grid; 20 km). 
The data obtained from the EUR20, SWE3, SPREAD, 
and IBERIA01 is shown in Figs. S2a, S2b, S2c, and S2d, 
respectively. The analysis shows the season of highest pre-
cipitation of individual simulations and observations. As 
we know, the IP receives the largest amounts of precipita-
tion during the winter and autumn seasons, which mainly 
affects western and central Iberia and is originated mostly 
by synoptic low-pressure systems (i.e., depressions and fron-
tal systems) approaching from the Atlantic Ocean (Serrano 
et al. 1999; Trigo and DaCamara 2000; Muñoz-Díaz and 
Rodrigo 2004; Vicente‐Serrano and López‐Moreno 2006; 
Herrera et al. 2010; Belo‐Pereira et al. 2011; Rios-Entenza 
et al. 2014). Also, the maximum of precipitation around 
Mediterranean coastal regions during the autumn season is 
mainly associated with frontal activity in the Mediterranean. 
These aspects are well demonstrated by both high-resolution 
observational datasets (Fig. S2c, d). During spring and sum-
mer, local and mesoscale convective processes (terrestrial 
moisture; precipitation recycling) play a more relevant/
active role in the modulation of Iberian precipitation (Belo‐
Pereira et al. 2011; Rios-Entenza et al. 2014). However, the 
seasonal mean precipitation in the summer season is much 
less than that of the other seasons, and this is also evident 
from the data (Fig. S2c, d). The eastern regions of the IP 
receive the relative maximum precipitation in the spring, 

which becomes the absolute maximum precipitation in the 
annual cycle (Fig. S2c, d). It can be seen from Fig. S2(a, 
b) that both simulations capture the observed patterns to a 
great extent, however, there are some differences in some 
places. The clear added value of convection-permitting sim-
ulation (SWE3) compared to the coarse-resolution simula-
tion (EUR20) in the correct representation of the observed 
season (including area) of the highest precipitation over 
the Mediterranean coastal regions, southern and northern 
regions of the IP can be seen from the Fig. S2a, b. However, 
in the simulations, the areas with maximum precipitation 
during the spring season are more spread over the central 
regions than observed. Overall, SWE3 has shown better per-
formance in simulating the observed regions with the highest 
precipitation of the season compared to EUR20.

For the quantitative analysis, the Taylor diagram (Taylor 
2001) is constructed using the spatial Index of Agreement 
(IOA) and the normalized standard deviation (NSD) ratio 
between observed (i.e. SPREAD and IBERIA01) and simu-
lated seasonal mean precipitation for each season as shown 
in supplementary Fig. S3a, b. Compared to the observed 
NSD value, the EUR20 shows a slightly better performance 
than the SWE3 in simulating the spatial variability of sea-
sonal mean precipitation for each season (Fig. S3a, b). The 
high IOA value (≥ 0.79) between simulated and observed 
seasonal mean precipitation for each season indicates the 
good quality of the simulation, although the IOA value 
is higher for the EUR20 than for the SW3 (Fig. S3a, b). 
Broadly, it can be inferred that EUR20 performed better in 
simulating seasonal mean precipitation for each season than 
the SWE3.

From the above discussion, it is clear that the SWE3 sim-
ulated less seasonal mean precipitation than the EUR20 in 
almost all regions of the IP. In the light of the results, which 
show a noticeable sensitivity of precipitation associated 
with the mountain ranges, we perform a detailed evaluation 
focused on the elevation. To do so, the altitudinal variation 
(with elevation class of 200 m) of simulated and observed 
seasonal mean precipitation is calculated for each season 
using the topography of the simulations. We have only con-
sidered the Spain subcontinent in the calculation because the 
SPREAD dataset is limited to the Spain subcontinent. We 
have validated the SWE3 with the closest resolution obser-
vation only (i.e., SPREAD), and the precipitation and topog-
raphy of the SWE3 are regridded on a SPREAD grid for the 
altitudinal variation calculation. The result obtained for each 
season is shown in Fig. 4a1–d1. To see the added value of 
the SWE3 over the EUR20, we regridded all the precipita-
tion datasets (both observations and SWE3) on a EUR20 
grid, and then we calculated the altitudinal variation of the 
precipitation for each season using the topography of the 
EUR20 simulation as shown in Fig. 4a2–d2. The percentage 
of total grid points covered by each class is also calculated 
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on the SPREAD and EUR20 grids and is shown in Fig. 4d1, 
d2, respectively. The percentage of the actual number of 
rain gauge stations presented in the IBERIA01 dataset for 
each class is also calculated and is shown in Fig. 4a2. A 
topographic map with rain gauge stations is not available 
for the SPREAD dataset.

On a finer‐scale grid, the SWE3 simulation considerably 
underestimates and overestimates the observed precipitation 
in areas with elevations up to 1600 m and above 1800 m for 
the DJF season, respectively (Fig. 4a1). The SWE3 simu-
lated precipitation is much closer to the observed precipita-
tion for the MAM season with some noticeable differences 
in the low (up to 600 m) and high (above 2600 m) elevation 
classes (Fig. 4b1). The simulated precipitation is consistent 
with the observed precipitation in areas with elevations up 
to 1400 m for the JJA season, and the SWE3 significantly 
underestimates the observed precipitation in the higher 
(above 1400 m) elevation classes (Fig. 4c1). For the SON 
season, the SWE3 simulation significantly underestimates 
the observed precipitation in almost all elevation classes 
(Fig. 4d1).

Compared with observations, the EUR20 shows better 
results than the SWE3 in areas with elevations up to 1200 m 
for the DJF and SON seasons (Fig. 4a2, d2), so here we can 
say that the SWE3 deteriorates the results. However, both the 
simulations are comparable with observations in the higher 
elevation classes (above 1200 m). For the MAM season, 
SWE3 deteriorates the results for areas with elevations up to 
600 m and is comparable with the observed results in areas 
with elevations above 600 m (Fig. 4b2). For the JJA season 
(Fig. 4c2), the SWE3 simulated precipitation is comparable 
with the observed precipitation (with a slight underestima-
tion) in areas with elevations up to 1200 m, and it worsens 
the results in the case of the higher elevation classes (above 
1200 m). It is also noted that both the observations show 
almost the same pattern with a slight difference in precipi-
tation magnitude and this difference may be due to the dif-
ferent resolutions of both the observations (Fig. 4a2–d2). 
Overall, we have not found added value in the simulation of 
the mean precipitation by the SWE3 over the parent EUR20 
in the lowlands areas (area varies with the seasons), although 
a slight difference is observed in the mean precipitation of 
both simulations in the mountainous regions, where the 
observational datasets having considerable uncertainties/
inaccuracies in measurements (due to the sparse station den-
sity), might strongly limit model evaluation performances. 

A recent study by Lundquist et al. (2020) reports that the 
total annual precipitation can be better represented by well-
configured high-resolution atmospheric models in moun-
tainous terrains, than with spatial estimates derived from 
observational products.

3.2  Spatial distribution of mean moisture transport 
and its convergence

As we observed in the previous section, the SWE3 simulated 
less seasonal mean precipitation than EUR20 over almost all 
regions of the IP, so in this section, we have tried to under-
stand the possible dynamical factors responsible for this. In 
order to understand this, basically, we have calculated the 
vertically integrated moisture transport (VIMT) and verti-
cally integrated moisture flux convergence (VIMFC). The 
VIMT and VIMFC have been computed using the moisture 
budget equation between surface and 300 hPa, since most 
water vapour exists below 300 hPa. The mathematical form 
of these equations can be written as:

where ∇.() is the horizontal divergence in pressure coordi-
nates, g is the gravity acceleration, q is the specific humidity, 
p and Psfc are the surface air pressure, Ptop is the surface air 
pressure at the top of the atmosphere (300 hPa in our case), 
V = (u, v) is the horizontal wind vector, P is the precipitation 
rate, E is the evaporation rate, and w is the total precipitable 
water and it can be referred to as the storage term. For neg-
ligible storage or annual time scales, the term �w∕�t can be 
neglected (Cullather et al. 2000).

The seasonal mean VIMT patterns from the SWE3 
(regridded on a EUR20 gird) and EUR20 simulations 
for each season are shown in Fig. 5a1–a4, b1–b4, respec-
tively. Similarly, the seasonal mean VIMFC patterns 
from the SWE3 and EUR20 simulations are shown in 
Fig. 6a1–a4, b1–b4, respectively. The spatial pattern of 
VIMT and VIMFC clearly highlights the seasonal differ-
ences between the SWE3 and EUR20 simulations in terms 
of the magnitude and spatial extent of large-scale transport 
of moisture and its convergence over the IP for all seasons 
(Figs. 5, 6). The Atlantic Ocean (with the westerly circula-
tion flow) has been found to be one of the major sources 
of moisture for precipitation over the IP (Gimeno et al. 

VIMFC = −∇.
1

g∫
Psfc

Ptop

qVdp = P − E +
�w

�t

w =
1

g∫
Psfc

Ptop

qdp

VIMT =
1

g∫
Psfc

Ptop

qVdp

Fig. 7  Frequency and intensity of the precipitation (days where pre-
cipitation > = 1  mm) for each season (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON) 
from the a1–a4, e1–e4 EUR20, b1–b4, f1–f4 SWE3, c1–c4, g1–g4 
IBERIA01, and d1–d4, h1–h4 SPREAD, respectively during 2000–
2009. Units of frequency and intensity are in fraction and mm  day−1, 
respectively

◂
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2010, 2012; Şahin et al. 2015). This transport of moisture-
laden westerly winds (west–east) from the Atlantic Ocean 
towards the IP which contributes to the convergence over 
the IP (resulting into precipitation) can be clearly observed 
from the EUR20 simulation, and also this pattern is quite 

persistent for all seasons (Figs.  5b1–b4, 6b1–b4). On 
the other hand, a slight southeast shift in westerly winds 
over the Atlantic Ocean has been observed for all seasons 
except the DJF season, although this signal is more domi-
nant in the JJA season, and this may be associated with 

Fig. 8  Altitudinal distribution of precipitation frequency (days where 
precipitation >  = 1  mm) from the SWE3 (red), EUR20 (blue), IBE-
RIA01 (black), and SPREAD (green) over the Iberian Peninsula (IP, 
over the area of SPREAD observation) on the SPREAD & EUR20 

grids for the a1, a2 DJF, b1, b2 MAM, c1, c2 JJA, and d1, d2 SON 
seasons during 2000–2009. x-axis panels represent the elevation class 
of 200 m. Units are in fraction
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the formation of a thermal low-pressure system over the 
IP that deviates the westerly flow to the southeast direction 
(Font 1983; Martín et al. 2001; Hoinka and Castro 2003). 
It is well known that the summer circulation patterns in 
Iberia are associated to the Iberian thermal low which 

in some occasions merges with the Saharan thermal low 
(Hoinka and Castro 2003 and references therein), and the 
Iberian low is enhanced by the Azorean Anticyclone cen-
tered in Mid-Atlantic which forces a strong upwelling sig-
nal on the western coast (Romero et al. 1999). The thermal 

Fig. 9  Altitudinal distribution of precipitation intensity (days where 
precipitation >  = 1  mm) from the SWE3 (red), EUR20 (blue), IBE-
RIA01 (black), and SPREAD (green) over the Iberian Peninsula (IP, 
over the area of SPREAD observation) on the SPREAD & EUR20 

grids for the a1, a2 DJF, b1, b2 MAM, c1, c2 JJA, and d1, d2 SON 
seasons during 2000–2009. x-axis panels represent the elevation class 
of 200 m. Units are in mm  day−1
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low over the IP is more frequent in summer, but it also 
occurs in spring and autumn (Font 1983). Also in summer, 
the tropical circulation patterns are known to be associ-
ated with southerly and southeasterly warmer wind flows, 
which dominate over most of the Mediterranean basin, 
especially in the eastern Mediterranean region (Şahin et al. 
2015), and consequently, the southerly blow of winds com-
ing from the southern region towards the northeast direc-
tion and its turn to the southeastern direction around the 
eastern Mediterranean have also been observed, and this 
resulting pattern is mainly from the northward motion of 
the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and the ther-
mally originated south-Asian monsoon low (Rodwell and 

Hoskins 1996; Türkeş and Erlat 2006; Şahin et al. 2015), 
which controls specific humidity over the Mediterranean 
basin and the land areas around it. However, the eastern 
Mediterranean circulation has a very minor relevance in 
the IP.

In the SWE3 simulation, the direction of the wind pattern 
is significantly different from the EUR20 simulation (Fig. 5). 
The first difference is that the westerly circulation flow is 
rotated toward the south in all seasons, although this shift is 
observed below 40°N in the DJF season (Fig. 5a1–a4). The 
shift in the wind patterns leads to a decrease in the trans-
port of moisture towards the IP from the Atlantic Ocean, 
leading to a decrease in precipitation over the IP, especially 

Fig. 10  Probability density 
function (PDF) of daily mean 
precipitation (frequency versus 
intensity) over the Iberian 
Peninsula (IP, over the area 
between the altitudes of > = 0 
and < = 1000 m of the SPREAD 
observation) from the SPREAD 
(green), and SWE3 (red) regrid-
ded on the SPREAD grid for a 
DJF, b MAM, c JJA, and d SON 
seasons during 2000–2009. 
Units are in mm  day−1
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in the western region of the IP, and this is also clear from 
the VIMFC pattern (Figs. 5a1–a4, 6a1–a4). Apart from the 
southward shift, a decline in wind strength has also been 
observed over the western part of the domain, although the 
wind strength is slightly higher over the southwest boundary 
in all seasons except DJF season (wind strength is slightly 
lower in the DJF) and this may be related to the adverse 
effects of boundary conditions. On the other hand, there is 
an enhancement of southerly winds (with slightly shifted 
toward the north) over the Mediterranean basin, and eastern 
and central regions of the IP have also been observed, which 
further effectively affect the humidity of these regions as 
these winds are dry (moisture-free), leading to a decrease 

in precipitation, and this is also evident from the VIMFC 
pattern. However, this signal is more prominent in summer 
and weaker in winter. In the northern region, the north-west-
erly winds have been observed instead of the westerly flows 
(west–east), which explains the decrease in precipitation in 
these regions.

Overall, the large-scale transport of moisture patterns 
obtained from both simulations explains the differences in 
precipitation of both simulations. The circulation patterns 
acquired from the EUR20 simulation are consistent with 
previous studies (Gimeno et al. 2010; Rios‐Entenza et al. 
2014; Şahin et al. 2015). As we already know, observa-
tions at such high resolutions (3 km) are not available to 

Fig. 11  Probability density 
function (PDF) of daily mean 
precipitation (frequency versus 
intensity) over the Iberian Pen-
insula (IP, over the area above 
the altitudes of 1000 m of the 
SPREAD observation) from the 
SPREAD (green), and SWE3 
(red) regridded on the SPREAD 
grid for a DJF, b MAM, c JJA, 
and d SON seasons during 
2000–2009. Units are in mm 
 day−1
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compare model simulated moisture transport but based 
on the results of earlier studies (Gimeno et  al. 2010; 
Rios‐Entenza et al. 2014; Şahin et al. 2015) we can say 
that simulated moisture transport by the EUR20 is more 
logical and reliable. However, local convective processes 
(terrestrial moisture; precipitation recycling) play a more 
relevant role in the Iberian precipitation regime during 
spring and summer, and also the precipitation around 
Mediterranean coastal regions during the autumn season 
is mainly associated with frontal activity in the Mediter-
ranean (Bisselink and Dolman 2008; Gimeno et al. 2010; 
Belo‐Pereira et al. 2011; Rios-Entenza et al. 2014). How-
ever, a detailed description of these sources (terrestrial 
moisture sources) is beyond the scope of this paper, and 
an attempt will be made to explore the terrestrial moisture 

sources in the modulation of Iberian precipitation in-
depth in a separate paper.

We have analyzed the sea level pressure (SLP) of both 
simulations to explain the change in the circulation pat-
terns of the SWE3. Since we know that the wind is the 
manifestation of the pressure. The seasonal mean SLP 
pattern from the SWE3 (regridded on a 20 km gird) and 
EUR20 simulations for each season is shown in supple-
mentary Figs. S4a1–a4 and S4b1–b4, respectively. We 
have observed substantial differences in the SLP pat-
terns including the magnitudes (10–15 hPa) of the SWE3 
simulation as compared to the EUR20 simulation (sup-
plementary Fig. S4), and this explains the changes in the 
circulation patterns of the SWE3 (Fig. 5). However, in the 
summer season, the SLP pattern of the SWE3 is more or 

Fig. 12  Probability density 
function (PDF) of daily mean 
precipitation (frequency versus 
intensity) over the Iberian 
Peninsula (IP, over the area 
between the altitudes of > = 0 
and < = 1000 m of the SPREAD 
observation) from the EUR20 
(blue), and SWE3 (red), 
IBERIA01 (black), SPREAD 
(green) regridded on the EUR20 
grid for a DJF, b MAM, c JJA, 
and d SON seasons during 
2000–2009. Units are in mm 
 day−1
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less similar to the EUR20 SLP pattern with large differ-
ences in the magnitude of the SLP (Figs. S4a3–b3). The 
difference in SLP between the southwest and northwest 
regions can be clearly observed in the SWE3 (Fig. S4), 
which explains the deviation/rotation of the westerly flow 
to the south (as we know that the wind blows from areas 
of high pressure to areas of low pressure).

The difference in the configuration of SWE3 compared 
to EUR20 may have “partially” influenced the results of 
SWE3 in the case of the seasonal mean precipitation. The 
parametrized representation of convection in EUR20 simula-
tion rather than the explicit treatment in SWE3 simulation 
may drive the better performance of the EUR20 for sea-
sonal mean precipitation. Berthou et al. (2018) and Ban et al. 
(2021) highlighted that the convection-permitting climate 

models (CPCMs) present a decreased number of long-lasting 
low-intensity precipitation events, which correct and some-
times over-correct the biases of coarse-scale regional climate 
models (RCMs). This may be a reason for the lower seasonal 
mean precipitation in SWE3, despite the added values that 
we note in simulating wet-day frequency and intensity and 
extreme events later in the manuscript. Also, the Micro-
physics scheme is different for both simulations which also 
limits the discussion of the SWE3 results in comparison to 
the EUR20. However, a further experiment, including these 
schemes (i.e., cumulus or/and microphysics), is needed to 
see how much these schemes affect the results of the SWE3.

We speculate that the changes in the behavior of the SLP 
(and hence the circulation patterns) in the SWE3 simula-
tion could probably attribute to either poor representation 

Fig. 13  Probability density 
function (PDF) of daily mean 
precipitation (frequency versus 
intensity) over the Iberian Pen-
insula (IP, over the area above 
the altitudes of 1000 m of the 
SPREAD observation) from the 
EUR20 (blue), and SWE3 (red), 
IBERIA01 (black), SPREAD 
(green) regridded on the EUR20 
grid for a DJF, b MAM, c JJA, 
and d SON seasons during 
2000–2009. Units are in mm 
 day−1
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of lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) or/and poor selec-
tion of domain, as the impact of LBC errors represents 
an important issue in the RCM simulations (Warner et al. 
1997; Rinke and Dethloff 2000; Wu et al. 2005; Diaco-
nescu et al. 2007; Køltzow et al. 2008; Diaconescu and 
Laprise 2013; Brisson et al. 2015; Panosetti et al. 2019; 

Rocheta et al. 2014, 2020; Ahrens and Leps 2021). Here 
we mean the errors/biases related to time-dependent large-
scale meteorological fields that can flow in the domain 
through the lateral boundaries. It was found that the choice 
of domain size and location affects the balance between 
the boundary and internal model forcings in the simulation 

Fig. 14  The Kolmogorov–Smirnov distance between simulated and 
observed cumulative distribution function (CDF) of daily precipi-
tation for each season during 2000–2009. Results from the a1–a4 
SWE3 with SPREAD (on the SPREAD grid), b1–b4 SWE3 with 

SPREAD (on the EUR20 grid), c1–c4 EUR20 with SPREAD (on 
the EUR20 grid), d1–d4 SWE3 with IBERIA01 (on the EUR20 
grid), e1–e4 EUR20 with IBERIA01 (on the EUR20 grid), and f1–f4 
SPREAD with IBERIA01 (on the EUR20 grid)
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(Anthes et al. 1989; Giorgi and Mearns 1999). The location 
of boundaries in relation to the regional sources of forcings 
in a particular climatic region can also affect the regional 
climate model solution (Rauscher et al. 2006). Seth and 
Giorgi (1998) also indicated that the lateral boundaries 

must be placed well outside the region of interest to avoid 
unrealistic responses to internal forcings. Diaconescu and 
Laprise (2013) suggested that the RCMs can bring some 
reduction of errors in large scales when very large domains 
are used. Several hypothesis-driven modeling experiments 

Fig. 15  Maximum one day precipitation amount (Rx1day) and 99th 
percentile (R99p) of daily mean precipitation for each season (DJF, 
MAM, JJA, and SON) from the a1–a4, e1–e4 EUR20, b1–b4, f1–f4 

SWE3, c1–c4, g1–g4 IBERIA01, and d1–d4, h1–h4 SPREAD, 
respectively during 2000–2009. Units of Rx1day and R99p are in mm 
and mm  day−1, respectively
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are needed to better understand these results but that would 
require significant computational resources.

3.3  Spatial distribution of wet‑day precipitation 
frequency and Intensity

The spatial distribution of frequency and intensity of daily 
mean precipitation (days where the precipitation > = 1 mm) 
is calculated for each season during 2000–2009 for both 
simulation and observation and is shown in Fig. 7. Fig-
ures 7a1–a4 (7e1–e4), 7b1–b4 (7f1–f4), 7c1–c4 (7g1–g4), 
and 7d1–d4 (7h1–h4) show the spatial distribution of pre-
cipitation frequency (intensity) obtained from the EUR20, 
SWE3, IBERIA01, and SPREAD, respectively. We have 
also calculated the altitudinal variation (similar to Fig. 4) 
of frequency and intensity of wet-day precipitation for each 
season for quantitative assessment and shown in Figs. 8 and 
9, respectively. We have taken only the Spain subcontinent 
(area of the SPREAD) in the altitudinal variation calculation.

We find that the SWE3 simulation significantly reduced 
the frequency of the wet-day precipitation not only over the 
land points of the IP but also over the surrounding oceans for 
all seasons compared to EUR20 simulation (Figs. 7a1–a4, 
b1–b4), while it produces more intense wet-day precipitation 
over the IP subcontinent (Figs. 7e1–e4, f1–f4). In general, 
convection-permitting models tend to produce less frequent 
but more intense precipitation intensities compared to coarse 
resolution models (Berthou et al. 2018; Chan et al. 2020; 
Ban et al. 2021). On the other hand, the significant differ-
ences have also been observed in the magnitude of frequency 
and intensity of the wet-day precipitation obtained from 
both observations, as the SPREAD shows less frequent but 
more intense precipitation than the IBERIA01, and there-
fore we can say that the frequency and intensity of wet-day 
precipitation can vary with resolution (Fig. 7). However, 
the gridded datasets (observations) were not built with the 
same methodology and with the same number of stations, 
so the differences in methodology probably play a higher 
role in the discrepancies between the observational datasets 
than the resolution. The above results are also evident from 
Figs. 8 and 9. On the other hand, the spatial structure of the 
frequency and intensity of wet-day precipitation obtained 
from the SWE3 (EUR20) shows comparable similarities 
with respect to the SPREAD (IBERIA01) with some varia-
tion in the magnitude of the frequency and intensity at some 
locations for all seasons, respectively and it may be because 
of the finer and coarse resolutions of the observed prod-
ucts (Fig. 7). We also observed the significant differences in 
wet-day precipitation intensity/frequency between the two 
observations (SPREAD shows less frequent but more intense 
precipitation than the IBERIA01), and this highlights the 
uncertainty in the observed dataset (Fig. 7). These results 
are also clear from Figs. 8 and 9. A detailed comparison 

of the obtained simulation results with the observed one is 
discussed below.

The SWE3 simulation substantially underestimates the 
observed wet-day frequency obtained from the SPREAD in 
the northwest corner of the IP and slightly underestimates 
the observed frequency of most other parts of the IP for 
all seasons (Figs. 7b1–b4, d1–d4), and these results are 
more pronounced with altitudinal variation (Fig. 8). It can 
be seen from Fig. 8 that the SWE3 overestimates (under-
estimates) the observed wet-day frequency of the higher 
elevation classes for the DJF (JJA) season and is very close 
to the observed estimates for the remaining two seasons. 
The SWE3 correctly simulates the observed frequency for 
the JJA season (in areas with elevations up to 1400 m) and 
slightly underestimates the observed frequency of most areas 
of the IP for the rest of the season (Fig. 8). The EUR20 
simulation shows almost the same amount of the wet-day 
frequency as compared to the IBERIA01 for the DJF and 
SON seasons (Fig. 7a1, a4, c1, c4) with a slight overesti-
mation of the observed frequency of the higher elevation 
classes (Fig. 8). On the other hand, the EUR20 simulation 
significantly (slightly) overestimates the observed frequency 
of the northern (southern) part of the IP for the MAM and 
JJA seasons (Fig. 7a2–a3, c2–c3) and consequently, the 
overestimation of the observed frequency by the EUR20 is 
noted in all elevation classes (Fig. 8). Overall, we noted that 
the SWE3 results are in good agreement with the closest 
resolution observation (i.e., SPREAD) whereas the EUR20 
results are in line with the IBERIA01, and this highlights 
the importance of comparing simulations to the dataset with 
a sufficiently high/comparable resolution to make the com-
parison fair.

It can be clearly seen that the finer-scale spatial variabil-
ity with peaks in the mountainous regions of the observed 
wet-day intensity is relatively well captured by the SWE3 
(Fig. 7). The EUR20 simulation significantly underesti-
mates the wet-day intensity in almost all regions of the IP 
as compared to both observations for all seasons, although 
maximum differences are observed with the SPREAD 
(Fig. 7) and these results are more apparent from Fig. 9. 
The SWE3 simulated more intense wet-day precipitation 
than the EUR20 in almost all regions of the IP for all sea-
sons, although we did not observe much difference in the 
precipitation of lowlands areas (in areas with elevations 
below 400 m for JJA season and 200 m for the rest of the 
season) between the two simulations for all seasons (Figs. 7, 
9). Compared to the IBERIA01, the SWE3 simulation over-
estimates the wet-day precipitation over most areas of the 
IP, except that it shows an underestimation of precipitation 
in some areas of the northwest corner and Mediterranean 
coasts of southwest and eastern Spain for all the seasons 
(Fig. 7f1–f4, g1–g4). It is also clear from Fig. 9 that the 
SWE3 underestimates the observed (IBERIA01) wet-day 
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precipitation of lowlands areas (in areas with elevations up 
to 400 m for DJF and SON seasons, and 200 m for the rest 
of the season) and overestimates the observed precipitation 
in the remaining regions for all seasons. While compared to 
the SPREAD, the SWE3 underestimates the wet-day pre-
cipitation in almost all regions of the IP for all the seasons, 
although some overestimation of precipitation is noted in 
the northern and southern plateau regions of the IP for the 
MAM season and western parts of the Pyrenees for the DJF 
season (Fig. 7f1–f4, h1–h4). It can also be seen from Fig. 9 
that the SWE3 underestimates the observed (SPREAD) 
wet-day precipitation of all elevation classes for the JJA and 
SON seasons, and it is in good agreement with the observed 
precipitation in areas with elevations above 400 m for the 
MAM season. Also, the SWE3 underestimates the observed 
wet-day precipitation in areas with elevations up to 1600 m 
for the DJF season. Overall, the added value in the SWE3 
simulation is found in the reproduction of wet-day intensity 
as compared to the EUR20 for all seasons. This comparison 
shows that EUR20 is producing too often too weak precipi-
tation (in line with literature) which turns apparently in a 
better performance (partially) than SWE3 in terms of mean 
precipitation, but for the wrong reason.

For the quantitative assessment of simulation perfor-
mance, the Taylor diagram is produced using the spatial IOA 
and NSD ratio between observed and simulated frequency 
and intensity of the wet-day precipitation for each season as 
shown in supplementary Fig. S5. It is clear from the IOA 
value that the spatial pattern of the wet-day frequency and 
intensity of the SPREAD (IBERIA01) are better represented 
by SWE3 (EUR20) than the EUR20 (SWE3) except for 
the case of the wet-day intensity of the IBERIA01 for the 
DJF season where the SWE3 exhibits a higher IOA value 
than the EUR20 (Fig. S5). It is also noted that the EUR20 
overestimates the spatial variability (NSD) of the observed 
wet-day frequency for all seasons, while the SWE3 under-
estimates it (Fig. S5a, S5c). The spatial variability of the 
wet-day frequency of the SPREAD (IBERIA01) is captured 
quite well by the EUR20 than the SWE3 for the DJF season 
(DJF-MAM seasons), and the SWE3 shows better skill in 
simulating the observed spatial variability compared to the 
EUR20 for the rest of the season (Fig. S5a and S5c). The 
SWE3 shows better skill in predicting the observed spatial 
variability of the wet-day intensity than the EUR20 for all 
the seasons (Figs. S5b and S5d), although SWE3 notably 
underestimates the observed (SPREAD) spatial variability 
of the wet-day intensity (Fig. S5b).

In summary, SWE3 simulated less frequent but more 
intense wet-day precipitation intensities compared to 
EUR20, and this aspect, in line with the literature (Pichelli 
et al. 2021; Ban et al. 2021), shows/reflects one of the main 
benefits in running with an explicit treatment of convection, 
i.e., a (partial) correction of the too frequent and too weak 

precipitation usually produced by the convection-param-
eterized models (EUR20; which can lead a correct mean 
precipitation for the wrong reason). One thing is clear (with 
the observational evidence) from the above discussion that 
the higher resolution datasets have less frequent, but more 
intense wet-day precipitation intensities compared to the 
coarse resolution datasets, and also point towards the need 
of the high-resolution good quality of observational datasets 
for good estimation.

3.4  Probability distribution of daily mean 
precipitation

So far, we have observed that the SWE3 simulated less sea-
sonal mean precipitation as compared to the observations 
(particularly in the western parts of the IP), whereas the sea-
sonal mean precipitation simulated by the EUR20 is closer 
to the observations. The significant differences have also 
been noted in simulated and observed wet-day frequency and 
intensity. However, differences have been observed in the 
comparative results (also in the precipitation amounts) for 
lowlands and mountainous regions. Therefore, for a better 
visualization/comparison of the magnitude of precipitation 
of the lowlands and mountainous regions in each grid cell, 
we have classified the total area of Spain's landmass into two 
elevation classes, which are low (area between the altitudes 
of ≥ 0 and ≤ 1000 m; which covers about 82% of the total 
grid points) and high (area above the altitudes of 1000 m; 
which covers about 18% of the total grid points). We then 
calculated the PDF of the daily mean precipitation for each 
category (i.e., low and high) for all seasons on the SPREAD 
[EUR20] resolution grid as shown in Figs. 10a–d [12a–d] 
and 11a–d [13a–d], respectively. Please note that we have 
compared the SWE3 (regridded on a SPREAD grid) results 
with the closest resolution observation only (i.e., SPREAD) 
in Figs. 10 and 11. To see the added value of finer‐scale 
simulation (SWE3) over the driving coarse-scale simulation 
(EUR20), we have regridded all the datasets (both observa-
tions and SWE3) before the calculation on a EUR20 grid as 
shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

In the lowlands regions on a fine‐scale grid, the SWE3 
simulation underestimates the PDF tail of the SPREAD for 
all seasons except the JJA season (Fig. 10). However, the 
underestimation for the DJF season is larger than for the 
MAM and SON seasons, and the underestimation is very 
slight for the SON season. The SWE3 simulated tail is very 
close to the SPREAD in the case of high-intensity precipita-
tion events (≥ 70 and  ≤ 220 mm/day) for the MAM and SON 
seasons (Fig. 10b, d). The SWE3 slightly overestimates and 
underestimates the observed low (≤ 6 mm/day) and moder-
ate (≥ 8 and ≤ 30 mm/day) intensity precipitation events for 
the JJA season, respectively (Fig. 10b). On the other hand, 
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the SWE3 considerably overestimates the occurrence of the 
observed precipitation events > 50 mm/day for the JJA sea-
son (Fig. 10b).

In the mountainous regions on a fine‐scale grid, the SWE3 
significantly underestimates the observed PDF tail for the 
DJF season (Fig. 11a). The observed tail of the MAM sea-
son is well reproduced by the SWE3 simulation (Fig. 11b). 
The SWE3 simulated tail is more in line with the observed 
tail for the JJA season with noticeable underestimations of 
the low- to moderate‐intensity (≥ 6 and  ≤ 40 mm/day) and 
high-intensity (≥ 120 mm/day) observed precipitation events 
(Fig. 11c). The SWE3 simulated tail is relatively close to 
the observed tail for the SON season, although significant 
differences are noted between the tails of the SPREAD and 
SWE3 in the case of high-intensity (≥ 120 mm/day) pre-
cipitation events (Fig. 11d). Since observational rain gauge 
network stations are very sparse over the highest mountain-
ous areas (e.g., Pyrenees, Baetic, and Cantabrian mountains, 
etc.), thereby having considerable uncertainties in measure-
ments of the most severe rainfall as well, so any estimation/
overestimation of extremes by the model compared with the 
observed dataset might not be necessarily wrong (but pos-
sibly under represented in observations).

The PDFs of the upscaled daily mean precipitation for the 
lowlands and mountainous regions on a coarse-resolution 
grid (i.e., EUR20 grid) clearly illustrate the added value of 
the SWE3 over the EUR20 for all seasons, especially in the 
occurrence of the moderate- to high-intensity precipitation 
events (Figs. 12, 13). Significant differences have also been 
observed in the tails of both observations for all seasons, and 
this may be due to the different resolution of both datasets 
as we discussed earlier (Figs. 12, 13).

In the lowlands regions on a upscaled grid, the SWE3 
deteriorates the results in the case of low-intensity pre-
cipitation events (≤ 15 mm/day) for all seasons except the 
JJA season, where the clear added value of the SWE3 over 
the EUR20 has been observed (Fig. 12). The moderate- to 
high-intensity tail of the SWE3 lies between the tails of both 
observations for the JJA season, and the SWE3 underesti-
mates the observed SPREAD tail for the rest of the seasons, 
however, the underestimation is smaller for the MAM and 
SON seasons compared to the DJF season (Fig. 12). The 
SWE3 tail is in line with the observed IBERIA01 tail for 
all seasons, however, the SWE3 slightly underestimates the 
observed precipitation events of less than 50 mm/day for the 
SON season and significantly overestimates the observed 
precipitation events of greater than 25 mm/day for the JJA 
season (Fig. 12). In the mountainous regions on a upscaled 
grid, the moderate- to high-intensity tail of the SWE3 lies 
between the tails of the IBERIA01 and SPREAD for all sea-
sons. However, the SWE3 slightly overestimates and under-
estimates the occurrence of the moderate- to high-intensity 
precipitation events (> 30 mm/day) of the IBERIA01 and the 

SPREAD, respectively (Fig. 13). The EUR20 only simulate 
events of up to about 140(90):140(125):80(100):150(110
) mm/day, while the SWE3 regridded on the EUR20 grid 
show events reaching about 180(140):180(145):200(155
):200(160) mm/day for the DJF: MAM: JJA: SON season 
in the lowlands (mountainous) regions. Also, the occur-
rence of intense extreme events simulated by the SWE3 is 
more in line with the observations. So, a clear benefit of 
the SWE3 over the EUR20 can be seen in the reproduc-
tion of the observed intense extreme events. In summary, 
we have found significant added value in the simulation of 
moderate- to high-intensity events of daily precipitation by 
the SWE3 compared to the driving EUR20, although SWE3 
deteriorates the result in the case of low-intensity precipi-
tation events. Also, the maximum added value is seen in 
the mountainous regions and is in line with earlier studies 
(Karki et al. 2017; Lind et al. 2020; Ban et al. 2021).

For more quantitative analysis, we have also com-
puted the point-wise K-S distance between the simulated 
and observed empirical cumulative distribution functions 
(ECDFs) of daily precipitation for each season during 
2000–2009 and the obtained results are shown in Fig. 14. In 
the first horizontal panel of Fig. 14a1–a4, the SWE3 (regrid-
ded on a SPREAD grid) simulation is compared with the 
closest resolution observation only (i.e., SPREAD). And to 
explore the added value of the SWE3 over the EUR20, we 
have regridded all the datasets before the calculation on a 
EUR20 grid. Figure 14b1–b4 (d1–d4) and c1–c4 (e1–e4) 
show the statistics obtained from the SWE3 and EUR20 
using SPREAD (IBERIA01) observation for each season 
on a EUR20 grid, respectively. The K-S distance between 
SPREAD and IBERIA01 on a EUR20 grid is also calcu-
lated and is shown in Figs. 14f1-f4 for each season. On a 
SPREAD grid, the maximum value of KS is around 0.2 over 
large parts of the IP for all seasons except DJF, where the 
maximum value of KS reaches around 0.3 (Fig. 14a1–a4) 
and this can be well explained with PDF tails as we noted 
the maximum difference in PDF tails of the SWE3 and 
SPREAD for the DJF season (Figs. 10, 11). On a EUR20 
grid, the KS distance is lower for the SWE3 (Fig. 14b1–b4) 
than the EUR20 (Fig. 14c1–c4) with the SPREAD, whereas 
with the IBERIA01, the distance is higher for the SWE3 
(Fig. 14d1–d4) than the EUR20 (Fig. 14e1–e4) in almost 
all over the study domain for each season, and it points 
towards the importance of observed resolution datasets in 
the comparison of the model simulated outputs. In other 
words, the added value of SWE3 over the driving EUR20 
is obtained with the SPREAD in the representation of KS 
distance, whereas with the IBERIA01, the SWE3 perfor-
mance is worse than the EUR20 and it may be due to the 
coarse resolution of the IBERIA01 datasets. This can also 
be explained by Fig. 14f1–f4, in which the noticeable dif-
ference between the two observations can be clearly seen. 
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From the above discussion, it is clear that the KS distance of 
both simulations varies with the observed resolution, and it 
is likely due to the fact that the tail of the distribution varies 
with resolution and that can be clearly seen from the PDF 
plots (Figs. 12, 13). It can also be suggested from the above 
discussion that the model simulated datasets must be com-
pared with the observational dataset at the same resolution 
or at the nearest possible one for better estimation.

3.5  Spatio‑temporal distribution of heavy/extreme 
precipitation

To examine the added value of the fine‐scale simulation 
over the driving coarse-scale simulation in the simulation 
of heavy/extreme precipitation, we have computed the 99th 
percentile (R99p) of the daily mean precipitation and highest 
one-day precipitation amount (Rx1day), shown in Fig. 15. 
Figure 15a1–a4 (e1–e4), b1–b4 (f1–f4), c1–c4 (g1–g4), and 
d1–d4 (h1–h4) show the spatial distribution of the Rx1day 
(R99p) for the EUR20, SWE3, IBERIA01, and SPREAD, 
respectively. The regional to local scales precipitation 
pattern with clear added value in the SWE3 simulation is 
observed in the representation of extreme precipitation as 
compared to the EUR20 for both metrics for all seasons 
(Fig. 15). It has also been observed that both observations 
show almost similar precipitation patterns in terms of spatial 
variability, although some differences in precipitation mag-
nitudes have been noted (Fig. 15). It can be also seen from 
Fig. 15 that the SWE3 simulation captures the observed 
precipitation pattern to a great extent, however, there are 
some biases in the precipitation magnitude at some places, 
particularly in the southwestern and northwestern regions 
of Spain and the Mediterranean coasts, but here, we must 
also take into account the observational uncertainties in the 
estimation/representation of extreme precipitation events.

For more quantitative assessment, we computed the altitu-
dinal variation (similar to Fig. 4) of the R99p and Rx1day for 
each season on both resolutions as shown in supplementary 
Figs. S6 and S7, respectively. It can be seen from the figure 
that the km-scale simulation shows a clear improvement 
over the coarse-resolution simulation in the representation of 
extreme precipitation in almost all the altitudinal classes for 
all seasons on both grids. However, in the case of R99p, the 
SWE3 simulated slightly less precipitation than the EUR20 
in areas ≤ 200 m for MAM & SON seasons, areas ≤ 400 m 
for JJA, and areas ≤ 600 m for DJF. On the other hand, dif-
ferences in the precipitation magnitude of both observations 
have also been observed in both cases (R99p and Rx1day), 
although this difference is larger for higher elevation classes 
(Figs. S6, S7). Furthermore, we noted that the SWE3 simu-
lation underestimates the observed R99p precipitation in 
lowlands areas and shows a good agreement with observa-
tions for the higher elevation classes with slight variation 

in the magnitude of the precipitation (Fig. S6). In the case 
of Rx1day, the SWE3 is in agreement with the observed 
precipitation for all elevation classes with slight variation in 
the precipitation magnitude (Fig. S7). Overall, these results 
demonstrate a clear advantage of km-scale simulations in the 
representation of high-impact precipitation events.

In quantitative terms (Taylor diagram), it is clear from 
the high IOA value between simulation and observation that 
the predictive skill of the simulation is greater in the repre-
sentation of observed extreme precipitation patterns (sup-
plementary Fig. S8). It has also been noted that the IOA 
value is higher for the R99p than the Rx1day. The SWE3 
shows better results than the EUR20 in the representation of 
the observed (SPREAD) spatial variability of both extreme 
indices for all seasons, although we have not seen much dif-
ference in the IOA value obtained from both simulations for 
all seasons except JJA, where the EUR20 reflects higher IOA 
value than the SWE3 (Fig. S8a, S8b). On the other hand, the 
EUR20 shows a higher IOA value than the SWE3 for the 
MAM and JJA seasons with the IBERIA01, and we have 
not seen much difference in the IOA value for the remain-
ing two seasons (Fig. S8c, S8d). In the case of R99p, the 
SWE3 simulated NSD value is closer to the observed one 
(IBERIA01) for all seasons except JJA, while in the case of 
Rx1day, the SWE3 (EUR20) simulated NSD value is closer 
to the observed one for DJF-SON (MAM-JJA) seasons (Fig. 
S8c, S8d).

4  Summary and conclusions

The aim of this study is to evaluate the added value of the 
convection-permitting simulation (3 km, SWE3) compared 
to the driving coarse-resolution parameterized convection 
simulation (20 km, EUR20) in the representation of the 
spatio-temporal pattern of the observed mean and extreme 
precipitation over the Iberian Peninsula (IP) for all four 
seasons (i.e., Winter, Spring, Summer, and Autumn) dur-
ing 2000–2009. Both simulations are performed with the 
recently developed coupled atmosphere-land RegIPSL 
regional earth system model in the frame of the EUCP 
H2020 project and CORDEX. The coarse-scale simula-
tion (20 km grid) is forced by the 6-hourly ERA-Interim 
(0.75° resolution) initial and lateral boundary conditions 
(IC-LBCs), while the finer-scale simulation (3 km grid) is 
driven by the 3-hourly coarse-scale simulated IC-LBCs. 
The model results are evaluated against two available 
high-resolution daily gridded observational datasets i.e., 
SPREAD (5 km grid) and IBERIA01 (10 km grid), and 
we have also compared the results obtained from the two 
observations.

No clear benefit/added-value of the convection-per-
mitting simulation has been found in the reproduction of 
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observed seasonal mean precipitation of the Iberian Penin-
sula except the spatial variation over hilly peaks compared 
to coarse-scale simulation for all seasons. The observed 
spatio-temporal pattern and variability of the seasonal 
mean precipitation are quantitatively better represented by 
the coarse-scale simulation than the convection-permitting 
simulation, and this result is in agreement with previous 
studies over other areas (Prein et al. 2013, 2016; Warrach-
Sagi et al. 2013; Kotlarski et al. 2014) that found a lack of 
added value of convection-permitting climate simulations 
in large areal averages and at seasonal scales. However, we 
have found an added value of the SWE3 compared to the 
EUR20 in the correct representation of the observed sea-
son (including area) of the highest precipitation. The km-
scale simulation substantially underestimates the observed 
seasonal mean precipitation especially over the western 
parts of the IP compared to the EUR20 simulation which 
explains that on average over the whole IP, which may be 
attributed to a change of local dynamics in the kilometer-
scale simulation with a weakening and southward shift of 
the moisture-laden westerly winds approaching from the 
Atlantic Ocean over the IP. In other words, the shift in 
the westerlies leads to a decrease in the moisture trans-
port towards the IP from the Atlantic Ocean, leading to a 
decrease in precipitation. Since we know that the transport 
of moisture by westerlies from the Atlantic Ocean to the IP 
is the main moisture supply for the IP precipitation. The 
differences in wind patterns in the SWE3 are the result of 
substantial differences in the SLP. Actually, we observed 
substantial differences in the SLP patterns including the 
magnitudes (10–15 hPa) of the SWE3 simulation compared 
to the EUR20 simulation. We speculate that changes in 
the behavior of the SLP (and hence the circulation pat-
terns) in the SWE3 simulation could probably attribute 
to the poor representation of lateral boundary conditions 
(LBCs). We also performed CMIP6 driver SWE3 simula-
tions (as part of the EUCP project) with the exact same 
model configuration that was used for the ERA-Interim 
run (this paper is based on the ERA-Interim SWE3 run). 
The only difference for both simulations was the initial 
and lateral boundary conditions. Here we would like to 
mention that in the case of the CMIP6 simulation, we have 
not observed that much difference in the SLP of the SWE3 
compared to the parent simulation (i.e., EUR20), which 
emphasizes our speculation on the LBC-error propaga-
tion. Several hypothesis-driven modeling experiments are 
needed to better understand these results but that would 
require significant computational resources/costs. It would 
be interesting to first see the behavior of the convection-
permitting simulation by running the model with the bias 
correction of lateral boundary conditions.

The clear improvement of kilometric-scale simulation 
over the driving coarse-scale simulation has been found in 

the representation of the spatio-temporal distribution of the 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) distance, wet-day precipita-
tion frequency and intensity, and also in the reproduction of 
the heavy precipitation events for each season. The SWE3 
simulated less frequent but more intense wet-day precipita-
tion intensities compared to EUR20, and this aspect, in line 
with the literature (Pichelli et al. 2021; Ban et al. 2021), 
shows one of the main benefits in running with an explicit 
treatment of convection, i.e. a (partial) correction of the 
too frequent and too weak precipitation usually produced 
by the convection-parameterized models (EUR20; which 
at the end results in reasonable mean precipitation but for 
the wrong reasons). However, SWE3 simulation slightly 
underestimates the wet-day precipitation frequency and 
intensity in most areas of the IP as compared to the clos-
est resolution observation (i.e., SPREAD). In the case of 
the R99p and Rx1day, the significant added value of SWE3 
over the driving EUR20 is observed in almost all areas of 
the IP, and SWE3 is in agreement with the observed esti-
mates with some variation/difference in the magnitude of 
the precipitation. We observed the significant added value in 
the simulation of moderate- to high-intensity events of daily 
precipitation by SWE3 compared to the driving EUR20. 
Also, the maximum added value has been observed in the 
mountainous regions of the IP and is in line with previous 
studies over other areas (Karki et al. 2017; Lind et al. 2020; 
Ban et al. 2021). Overall, the results demonstrate a clear 
advantage of km-scale simulation in the representation of 
high-impact precipitation events. It is likely true that we 
should use SWE3 simulation to study high-impact weather 
events because of the intensity of the events. On the other 
hand, in the mountainous/hilly regions, it is difficult to deter-
mine which estimate is correct because observational rain 
gauge network stations in these areas are very sparse, lead-
ing to considerable uncertainty in the measurement of the 
precipitation. However, we are using two observed datasets 
at different resolutions which necessarily present differences 
between them and still with a certain degree of uncertainty 
related to each one of them, especially over mountainous 
regions. We can speculate that the SPREAD dataset might 
be the closest to reality (given its resolution), although sup-
posing it still underestimates the extremes. Given that, we 
can conclude that any overestimation of the extremes by 
the model compared with the observed dataset might not be 
necessarily wrong.

On the other hand, it has also been noted that the spatio-
temporal distribution of precipitation for all metrics used 
varies between the two observational datasets for all seasons, 
although the difference is weak in the case of the seasonal 
mean precipitation and large/notable for the wet-day pre-
cipitation frequency and intensity and also for the case of 
the extreme precipitation events, and it may be due to the 
different resolutions of both observational datasets but also 
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to other factors such as the number of stations used and the 
methods of interpolation used in building these datasets. In 
quantitative terms, SPREAD shows less frequent but more 
intense wet-day precipitation and more intense extreme pre-
cipitation amounts than IBERIA01, and it also highlights the 
importance of having high-resolution good-quality observed 
datasets for regional-to-local scale assessments. It has also 
been noted that the km-scale simulated results are more 
comparable and closer (in good agreement) with the closest 
resolution observation (i.e., SPREAD) than IBERIA01 and 
the opposite is true in the case of coarse-scale simulation, 
which emphasizes the fact that the model simulated precipi-
tation should be compared with similar or nearly identical 
resolution observational datasets for better evaluation/esti-
mation and also to make the comparison fair.

These results demonstrate a clear advantage of using 
a RegIPSL model at the kilometric-scale over the Iberian 
Peninsula in the simulation for high-impact weather events, 
consistently with previous studies over other areas, and 
also point towards the need of the very high-resolution 
good-quality of observational datasets for the accurate/
good evaluation of model-simulated results. It is well 
documented that the convection-permitting scale models 
strongly improves the simulation of sub-daily precipitation 
in many aspects (Hohenegger et al. 2008; Prein et al. 2015; 
Coppola et al. 2020; Ban et al. 2021; Pichelli et al. 2021; 
Kendon et al. 2021). This mainly includes the diurnal cycle 
of mean and extreme precipitation, the frequency-intensity 
distribution of hourly precipitation, short-time convection 
in relation with the high and steep mountainous region. 
However, the absence of sub-daily observed datasets over 
the Iberian Peninsula did not allow us to examine the added 
value of the convection-permitting simulation at hourly 
time scales, but we observed heavier hourly precipitation 
and a shift in the diurnal cycle. An analysis with particu-
lar emphasis on sub-daily precipitation statistics includ-
ing land surface hydrological processes using the currently 
available simulations performed by different research 
groups around Europe (multi-model ensembles) will be 
presented in a separate paper. The multi-model framework 
will allow us to estimate the modeling uncertainty for 
the IP region at the convection-permitting scale, in other 
words, the multi-model ensembles will allow us to access 
the quality and reliability of simulations. Also, the multi-
model ensembles can provide reliable and accurate high 
spatial and temporal resolution estimates in this region that 
can be used in operational applications such as assimilation 
and/or boundary conditions in numerical weather predic-
tion models and/or analyzed for climate applications. The 
IP is a very interesting area of study, because a complex 
topography, various climate regions and different types 
of precipitation converge within the same environment 
(Gimeno et al. 2010; Rios‐Entenza et al. 2014; Şahin et al. 

2015), and the availability of the multi-model ensembles 
will allow a comprehensive assessment of the potential for 
improving simulations of not only precipitation character-
istics but also other aspects of climate such as land–atmos-
phere interactions, convective systems, and mountain or 
urban effects that are impacted by the improved representa-
tion of surface heterogeneities.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
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